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Teachers will create and sustain a safe, welcoming, and supportive classroom environment which values inclusivity and diversity.

Teachers explicitly teach and model social emotional learning skills and strategies and integrate them into academic content.

Powhatan Elementary School will provide every student with the highest quality, 21st century education in a safe, secure, and positive environment that is conducive to high levels of teaching, learning and student engagement. As a result, our students will be globally competitive and prepared for their chosen college and/or career path.

Powhatan SPP Snapshot 22-23

Regular Attendance Meetings
Morning meetings to foster belonging and engagement
Creating and sustaining a welcoming school climate for all stakeholders
PBIS Fidelity

SAFEx AND SUPPORTIVE

- Teachers will create and sustain a safe, welcoming, and supportive classroom environment which values inclusivity and diversity.
- Teachers explicitly teach and model social emotional learning skills and strategies and integrate them into academic content.

Elements of Effective Instruction
Standards Alignment
On-going Professional Learning Community Sessions